Skava Commerce Product Sheet

microservices for commerce

Order
Skava Order microservice enables you to maintain, route,
split and duplicate orders with our CSR friendly, web-based
order maintenance capabilities. Facilitate direct access
to all orders across various channels your business
operates, such as ecommerce websites,
mobile applications, and via POS and IoT devices.
THE ORDERING MICROSERVICE MAKES YOUR JOB EASIER WITH
NOTIFICATIONS:
Reduce cart abandonment by using Skava’s email notification service to maintain customer loyalty.
SECURE AND SCALABLE APIS:
Provides the APIs for all the cart related information including cart items, cart properties, checkout properties,
and addresses. Easily integrate with your OMS, CRM, and Big Data systems using APIs exposed to these services.
ORDERING OPTIONS:
Give your customers options by supporting split orders, B2B ordering rules, wish lists, and save for later.
HAVE IT YOUR WAY:
SKAVA ENTERPRISE: host it your way on a cloud provider of your choice or hosted and managed by Skava.
SKAVA CLOUD: multi-tenant, hosted and managed by Skava .

API response time
of less than 250 ms for 90 percentile

18 API Endpoints

Features
Order Management

Easy Integrations

Real-Time Freshness
Viewing and Sorting
Customization Options

Manage order and item returns, cancellations, and bring orders across
all sales channels into a central system.
• Payment
• Fulfillment
• Shipping
• Tax Calculation
Synchronize orders with inventory and stay up to date with sales in
real time.
View and sort all orders and order item details along with consumer
information related to orders. Get a detailed overview of order total,
taxes, and promotions applied.
Configure and customize the line item level order workflow definition
through a BPM flow.

Get started right away with Skava Cloud
Skava offers a risk-free opportunity to test drive our class-leading microservices without making changes to your
infrastructure. Dig into Skava’s tools in a full production environment, try integrating your existing solution, and
see how microservices can up your game. Best of all, you can push your experiments to production at any time.
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